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Learning from the Trees

Squam’s Land Trust

“Forests matter more than most of us realize,” writes Peter Wohlleben in The Hidden Life of Trees. Amidst remarkable
scientific discoveries in medicine, astronomy, geology, and all manner of subjects, our understanding of the value of
forests and how trees prosper and even communicate is growing faster than a willow tree.
SLCS has always had a special appreciation for the value
of trees and forests, which is understandable given that
forests cover 90% of Squam’s land. Beyond their obvious
contribution to clean water and a healthy ecosystem, we
are now deepening our understanding and appreciation of
why trees and forests are so special.
Many of us grew up thinking that a forest is just a bunch of
trees competing against each other, all racing to capture
sunlight. But looking more closely, we discover that a
single tree does not only look out for itself, it’s a member
of a community, sharing resources with neighboring
trees, and even communicating with each other. Mother
trees can recognize and “talk” with their kin. Their role
is supportive, and not to dominate. Mature forests are
diverse and productive. So is its wildlife.
Contrary to previous assumptions, we now know that
a mature forest locks up far more carbon than a young
forest. Trees continue to sequester carbon at an accelerated
rate, much of it hidden below in the soil, for its entire life.
While we attribute climate change to the burning of fossil
fuels (formerly trees), forests serve as a huge buffer to the
impacts of climate change by tying up carbon and releasing
oxygen, absorbing lots of water and nutrients, buffeting
the wind, and actually lowering the surface temperature
of the earth.
For people, forests serve as huge air filters and can even
reduce the number of germs in the air. They offer a place
to revitalize and slow down. Walks in the woods improve
attitudes, lower blood pressure, and are a great place for
conversation and exercise.
Forests do matter more than most of us realize. Trees
grow stronger by growing together, and cooperation is
at the root of a healthy forest. We would do well to take a
page from that playbook. Cooperation is key to a stronger
and more diverse community, for both trees and people.
Onward…
Tall Pine on Harris Woods
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Forever Squam . . .
First Light and
High Heaven
The protection of upland watershed habitat has
been a top conservation priority. First Light (64
ac.) and High Heaven (45 ac.) are the latest
conservation easements protecting the southfacing slope of the Squam Range in Sandwich. Bob
and Judy Fowski have been exemplary stewards
of this property for several years, restoring the
stonewall-enclosed fields on the lower portion
of the property. The house and Thompson
Cemetery on the unrestricted property date back
to around 1800. The mature forest is exceptional
upland habitat for a wide variety of furbearers
and includes a patch of old growth oaks and
sugar maples and at least two state-listed rare
plants (squaw-root and three-bird orchid).
The conserved areas protect almost 2,000’ of the
upper tributary of Thompson Brook, which flows
into Intervale Pond and then Squaw Cove, and
over 1,000’ along the Class VI Thompson Road,
the same road as our Doublehead and Eastman
Brook Preserves.
The project was funded through the Squam Uplands
Initiative and two anonymous donors.

Skip Lot
This 12-acre property lies along the northeast shoreline of Bear or Otter Cove in Squam Lake. In 1988, a conservation
easement on the 74.5-acre “Otter Cove” tract
was donated by Roger Coolidge. The original
easement reserved the right for the development
of a 12-acre lot. The donation of an “Additional
Conservation Easement” by Skip Coolidge, Roger
Coolidge’s grandson, helps ensure that any future
development on the property will conserve its
exemplary forest and shoreland and will be in
keeping with the other protected properties in
the area.
The parcel contains 330’ of shoreland with massive
hemlock and pine trees, an intermittent stream
along the northerly border, and several large sugar
maples not far from the site of the former Coolidge
sugar house, which has been out of commission
for at least fifty years. We look forward to working
with the new owners.
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Harris Woods II
The permanent protection of this 7-acre tract
off Newman Road adjacent to and draining
into Squam Lake is another step forward in the
conservation of the southern slopes of the lake.
The parcel has been “merged” with the original
“Harris Woods” tract, creating a combined area
of 17 protected acres at the head of Dog Cove.
The gift of the conservation easements came
from Chip and Wendy Harris.

Kimball Island
The Town of Center Harbor recently assigned its
primary status as conservation easement holder
protecting the majority of Kimball Island over to
SLCS, switching our roles as primary and secondary
enforcers of the conservation easement granted by
the Derr family in 1978.
“This situation represented a potential risk to the
Town, and SLCS’s proposal essentially transfers the
monitoring and enforcement responsibility to them
in return for a donation to create a stewardship fund.
I think there is great benefit to the Town in resolving
this,” said Harry Viens, Chair of the Center Harbor
Select Board. Pete Helm, SLCS Stewardship Director, replied, “Given the decades of monitoring SLCS has undertaken
on behalf of the Town, it makes sense for us to formally take on the legal responsibility for monitoring and enforcing
the conservation easement.” Most important is that the Town of Center Harbor, all the members of the Derr Family,
and SLCS are on the same page to protect the conservation values of a key property in the middle of Big Squam Lake.

The Heron Society
Leaving a legacy of Squam protected in perpetuity—could there be a better way to make a difference?
By including the Squam Lakes Conservation Society in your estate plan you are leaving a legacy for future
generations to enjoy and appreciate. Steps taken now can ensure that some of your assets will continue
the conservation and stewardship of Squam’s land.
“Martha and I chose to join the Heron Society given our commitment to preserving Squam forever as it is
today. Once we made the decision, it took less than a minute to implement. We went online and added
SLCS as a beneficiary of our IRAs. It really is that easy!”
Chris and Martha Grant
“The Heron Society’s mission is easy to support. Everyone who comes to the Squam watershed sees
beauty that has been conserved for generations. Diane and I are honored to be able to contribute to the
endowment that will care for these lands in perpetuity.”
Peter Gross and Diane Garfield
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All Things Stewardship
The Climate of Change
Change is in the air. We’ve transitioned from summer to fall, and soon to winter.
The temps have dropped (finally, after a blistering summer). Weather events
seem to become more severe each year. Climate change isn’t so subtle anymore.
But the change I’m wondering about is different. How is the Squam community
changing? Are our experiences changing over time? Is it changing for the
better? Should we embrace change?
Back in the old days, one example of change was development of the internal
combustion engine. As a result, our development and settlement patterns have
changed dramatically, and generally for the better. We can eat different foods
produced from farther away (but local is better). We no longer need to paddle
miles for ice to keep the milk cold.
Today, IMHO (lol), the smartphone has created the biggest and fastest change in our culture. With a silly little phone
developed only 11 years ago, we can now talk to anyone, pay bills, play music, send money, buy stuff, send emails, text,
twitterize, do it for the gram (Instagram), and so much more. There are super cool apps that identify mountain tops, the
night sky, bugs and trees, the birds and bees. You can check your heart rate, tune your guitar, see where you walked and
know how far. You can call an Uber, book a flight, check the weather, and check your height. It truly is amazing.
How are all of these apps affecting how we experience Squam? As a community, is our attention to the natural world
being compromised by the attention that the phone demands (or invites)? Is our collective, long-term stewardship
of the Squam watershed up to the challenges of these changing times? Lots of questions… If you have thoughts on
these questions, I’d love to hear them. Let’s talk!
One thing I am certain of is that people in the Squam community are caring and passionate. Our volunteers
continue to amaze us with their dedication and on-the-ground work looking after conserved lands. Donors help us
assemble and create the conserved landscape that is the back drop of so many of our experiences. Our Board and
Committees are made up of engaged and devoted people willing to give of their time so that we can somehow
keep Squam… Squam. If the next generation is made up of conservation-minded, young individuals like Maddy
Mutch and Emily Landry, the two SLCS AmeriCorps members to whom we recently said our goodbye’s, the future
is bright. These young women advanced our conservation work in so many ways. We are very
grateful for their time and energy as we wish them well on their next adventures. We expect to
hear great things from them in the future!

Passing It On
The fifth annual Passing It On was held at the Holderness
Free Library on August 9th. Jointly sponsored with the NH
Preservation Alliance, Squam Lakes Association, and Lakes
Region Conservation Trust, we heard perspectives about
ownership strategies from Jerry English, Nat Coolidge, and Sam
Laverack.
One of the participants was so moved by the topic that they
collected and donated seven different books, each with multiple
copies, to create a
library of resources
now available to all.
Please contact us to
get or borrow a copy
of these books and to discuss strategies on how you might pass your
property along to subsequent generations.
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Reflections from Maddy and Emily
The past five months of our AmeriCorp experience have flown
by: we’ve tied up some odds and ends at the SLCS, tore down
an old cabin, and individually worked on a landowner database
and educational activities. We’ve monitored properties, pulled too
many invasive plants, and created GIS maps.
Along the way, we’ve had fun
with Alicia, Pete, Roger, Zak,
Doug, and many volunteers
and board members. Squam
is a beautiful region and we
feel honored to have been a
part of its stewardship. Thank
you all for a memorable
experience!
Emily
Maddy

The
Pluckery

“Are you sure this is the best place for the kiosk?”

“After the first night at the Pluckery, we never thought this place
would feel like home; but after the first day with the staff, we
knew we would fit right in.”
Maddy Mutch and Emily Landry

Catching a Ride
By Judy Mack

You may have heard the NHPR piece about this
year’s squirrel population, or perhaps you’ve seen
the incredible roadkill statistics for the last few
months. Will and I didn’t know about any of this when we set out on a short kayak outing a while ago.
We paused off the shore of a little island known to Cotton Farm residents as Concy, short for Conception. (Don’t ask,
but those who named it are no longer with us. The result may still be around.) We stopped to have a snack and enjoy
the view of the mountains. Will was watching a squirrel on the island and wondering how it got there. I mentioned
that a 7-year-old cotton farmer had told me that she and her father saw a squirrel swimming—and look! Here comes
one now! It was swimming in from a direction that had open water for a half-mile or more over to Hoag Island and
Long Point. Had it come all that way?
Meanwhile, Will’s kayak was between the squirrel and land. It tried to climb aboard at the bow but slipped off. It
succeeded at the stern and nestled in right behind the cockpit—fortunately not in the cockpit. That might have
been a little too exciting for both man and beast! Will paddled over to shore and the squirrel hopped off onto a rock,
shook itself, and disappeared into the underbrush.
Turns out there’s a glut of squirrels this year because there was a glut of acorns last year. Some squirrels had two litters
rather than the usual one. Now they’re all out looking for food and it sends them across roads and water. If you Google
“swimming squirrels” you’ll find many current reports and also references to some mass migrations that crossed major
rivers in the 19th century. Acorns and squirrels wax and wane in an ongoing cycle: high acorn years lead to lots of
squirrels the next year, but when the acorn supply drops off squirrels die back, ready for the next round.
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Annual Meeting 2018

A huge thank-you to Camp Hale for hosting our 2018 Annual Meeting. Since our
last meeting held there (2011), the traditionally all-boys camp has established
three week-long sessions for girls. This year we were thrilled to have a group of
girl campers join us as ambassadors for the camp. Thanks also to John Moulton
of Moulton Farm for the coffee and cider donuts, and to Bonnie Hunt for her
amazing blueberry muffins and scones.
After the business of committee reports and
the presentation of the Davenport Award,
our membership elected the slate officers
and directors. Congratulations to Win Brown,
President and Dave Martin, Treasurer on
their new officer positions and to new Board
Passing the gavel - Carl Metzger and Win Brown
Member Penelope Beal. We also recognized
retiring Board President Carl Metzger and retiring Treasurer Angus West for their
combined 17 years of service on the board. Guest speaker, retired US Circuit Court
Judge and Holderness resident Art Gajarsa, offered reflections on his experiences as
a young boy coming to Camp Hale as a camper and later a camp counselor. After
the meeting SLCS members enjoyed tours of Camp Hale.

Art Gajarsa

New Director
Penelope Beal grew up in Lincoln, MA and Center Harbor, spending much of her

childhood outside enjoying the locally protected properties, the forests of the White
Mountains, and the rivers and lakes of Northern New England. She manages her
husband Sheldon’s architecture practice in Concord, NH. They live on a 150-acre
conserved property in Greenfield, NH and spend as much time as possible on the
Owl’s Head property her parents bought in 1960. Penelope is a property monitor for
SLCS along with her mother, her siblings and her children—it’s a family activity that is
“rooted” in their love for Squam.

2018 Davenport Award
One of the highlights each year at Annual Meeting is the presentation
of the Davenport Award to an individual or individuals who have shown
exceptional commitment and service to the Squam community as stewards
of our protected properties. This year the Stewardship Committee honors
Lisa Wardlaw of Moultonborough.
Lisa served two full terms on the Board and was secretary from 2006 to 2010.
She also has the distinction over the years of having served on every SLCS
Committee from Development to Stewardship. Currently she serves on the
Communications Committee and is the first to volunteer when and where
needed. Lisa is a long-time monitor of the 159-acre Unsworth Preserve as
well as other properties around the lake.
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Ken Evans and Lisa Wardlaw

The Science of DIY Ice Storms
By Lindsey Rustad, USDA Forest Service Team Leader of the Ice
Storm Experiment at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest

When we think of winter weather in New England,
deep snowbanks, slippery roads, and temperatures that
demand down coats and warm drinks might come to
mind—along with the occasional blizzard or nor’easter.
Ice storms, and the damage they inflict, seem rare by
comparison. But in parts of the Northeast, ice storms
(defined as ¼ inch or more of ice accretion) can happen
as often as every 2-5 years.
In fact, ice storms account for roughly 60% of winter storm
losses in the United States. Between 1949 and 2000, they
caused more than $16.3 billion in insured property losses
and are a major cause for road, school, and business closures. To make matters worse, current models suggest that
the frequency and severity of ice storms may increase in the coming decades in response to climate change.
Ice storms are common disturbances that shape our
forests and cost rural communities big. But because
it’s hard for scientists to predict when and where the
next one will strike, they’ve been incredibly difficult
to study in a controlled way. Until now.
During the winters of 2016 and 2017, a team of
scientists from the USDA Forest Service, Syracuse
University, the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies,
Cornell University, University of Vermont, and the
Hubbard Brook Research Foundation decided to take
matters into our own hands by creating our very
own, DIY, ice storm (NB: don’t try this at home).
Our team trekked into the Hubbard Brook
Experimental Forest in pre-dawn, single-digit
temperatures and used fire hoses and high-pressure
pumps to spray water from the Hubbard Brook 100 feet into the air, coating experimental plots in a fine, freezing
mist. Eight plots, each about the size of a basketball court, were treated with varying degrees of glazing.
Decked in ice from base to tip, the forest was undeniably beautiful—until it literally began falling apart, raining bits
of broken branches into sample collection
baskets that enabled us to quantify the
immediate damage, down to the gram.
Hubbard Brook investigators continue
to monitor the long-term impacts of the
experimental ice storms on tree growth,
species composition, susceptibility to
forest pests and pathogens, wildlife,
and nutrient cycling. The results of
our research are already providing the
scientific community, land managers,
and the public greater insights on the
ecological impacts of these powerful,
frightening, and curiously aesthetic
winter storms. We’ll continue to follow
the recovery of these forests for years
to come.
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Squam Archives
Thanks to strong support from the Squam Community and donations from friends
near and far, the Squam Archives Center is a reality. Work began earlier this year. The
Archive Center will consist of three climate-controlled rooms with shelves, storage
units, new ceiling lights, and a fireproof door.
The process of organizing data currently held by the Archives has already begun.
The impact of this project will be far reaching and long lasting. If you would like
to volunteer or to learn more about the project, please contact Chris Kuhn at
christine.kuhn1@verizon.net, or leave me a message at the SLA (603) 968-7336.

The Society’s mission is to preserve the unique quality and character of the Squam
watershed by protecting lands for present and future generations.
Squam Lookout is printed on 100% post consumer recycled paper manufactured from sustainable raw materials and free of chlorine chemistry.

